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no unity. The National Socialists rudely refused to alter their
name and the Nationalists, who had been ready to adopt a new
common name, stoutly refused to be called National Socialists.
All he could do was to produce Nationalist unity by inducing
the factions to fight under one name in a bloc9 which in meek
imitation of the Communists they called the Black White Red
Front., a name intended to awaken memories,, and with its faint
flavour of monarchism—and Prussian monarchism at that—of no
small aid to the light the Centrum was making in the particularist
South, Papen himself campaigned for neither party. He was
"national concentration" and he asked the voters simply to vote
"national." He was a neutral above the battle., but in an un-
neutral heart prayed hard that the popularity of Seldte would
outweigh the unpopularity of Hugenberg and so enable the
Nationalists to rob Hitler of an independent majority.
In the non-confessional centre there was a gaping void. Not
a party remained., political party or interest party, except the
Democratic party. Its strength had been reduced to two in
November and it was not expected to survive March. The great
Liberal party of Germany whose fractions had held one-fourth
of the seals in the Constituent Assembly fourteen years ago had
died of inanition. Its legions had gone over without their flags
to the camps of its enemies, for the People's party, the party
of Strcscmann, was now part of the Black White Red Front. There
remained the Centrum, not intriguing this time, but aloof and
apprehensive. It had begun by intriguing, by judicious enquiry
on what terms "toleration" of the government could be arranged;
its leader sent a questionnaire to the government. It was a ques-
tionnaire framed with all Kaas's skill, but it was framed so skilfully
that Hitler could not answer it. Instead he declared that it was
clear that the Centrum would not support the proposal, that is
vote in parliament for it, to send the Reichstag away for a year's
holiday while the government got on with its task. To that there
was only one answer j no constitutional party could vote for such
a proposal unless it knew what the government proposed to do
during the holiday period. And that was precisely what Hitler
pot tell it. No further attempt was made to intrigue; the

